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Ukraine calls for sanctions over Russian constitution voting
Sweden says Iran agrees to compensate families
Ukraine at OSCE calls for sanctions over voting on
amendments to Russian constitution in occupied
territories.
EP won’t recognize Russian ‘constitutional
consultation’ in occupied Crimea.
Russia does not belong at any G Summit – Eugene
Czolij.
Court in MH17 trial grants defense request for
additional investigations.
Sweden says Iran agrees to compensate families
from downing of Ukrainian airliner.
Aid from Italy to help flood victims arrives in
Ukraine.
Flood-hit Ivano-Frankivsk region receives
humanitarian aid from Sweden.

“The truth is on our side & we’ll win,” says mother
of imprisoned Ukrainian soldier Vitaly Markiv.
This week’s Russian propaganda: “Facebook uses
Ukrainian nazis to fight Russia,” and other
absurdities.
COVID-19 conspiracies, WWII revisionism,
schadenfreude at US protests: Russian propaganda
previous week.
Misogynist and homophobic quotes of Russian
elites.
StopFakeNews with Marko Suprun (No.291). Fake:
Ukraine hands over nearly half of its budget to
western creditors. Kyiv uses Pentagon aid against
Donbas civilian population. LGBT Rainbow flag.
over Kyiv – a falsification of values and
falsification of history.

Report reveals
Russian six-yearlong disinfo
operation that
relied on forged
docs, targeted
Ukraine, West. Pic:
Secondary
Infection: main
themes over time.

The toxic myth of “understanding and engaging” Russia
Head of the National Bank resigns
The toxic myth of “understanding and engaging”
Russia.
Vote on (Anti) Constitutional amendments:
implications for Russia and beyond.
Putin restoring Brezhnev constitution that led to
perestroika, Shtepa says.
Head of the National Bank resigns: what it means

1

for Ukraine.
Podcast: Is Ukraine Resilient to Threats?
Volodymyr Yermolenko welcomes experts Orysia
Lutsevych and Mathieu Boulègue from Chatham
House, to discuss their report, “Resilient Ukraine:
Safeguarding Society from Russian Aggression.”
Kremlin on critical evaluation of history.
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Northern Ukraine’s vulnerable Sumy Oblast
Pro-Russian disinformation operations in Kherson
Jul.06. Invaders violate ceasefire in Donbas eight
times.
Ukraine's Foreign Minister says Russia-annexed
Crimea's 'de-occupation is inevitable'.
Commander-in-Chief: Ukraine’s Armed Forces get
enhanced opportunities for cooperation with
NATO.
24th Brigade of Ukrainian Army destroys Russian
Kredo-M1 PSNR-8 portable radar station in the
Donbas (VIDEO).
Navy commander tells of preparations to repel
Russia's full-scale aggression.

Crimea's de-occupation is inevitable - Ukraine will
take part in military exercises with alliance's
troops.
1,100 Russian tanks, 330 warplanes along border
with Ukraine. The country informed OSCE about
military potential being accumulated by Russia
against Ukraine.
Northern Ukraine’s vulnerable Sumy Oblast: covert
Russian links and Cossack threats.
Pro-Russian disinformation operations in Kherson:
a new-old challenge for Ukraine’s national
security.

Left: The price of Russia’s war is too heavy for Ukraine to lift alone – report. Pic: Estimated lower end of
Donbas reconstruction costs
Right: “My dream is to help someone like I was helped” – teenager who suffered Donbas war [Video]

Right:

Russia begins ‘trial’ of Crimean Tatar leader
Ukrainian partisan seized for the third time
Crimea, the U.S. Embassy in Ukraine has stated.
Mejlis: Holding Russian constitutional
referendum in Crimea is crime.
Far-right French politicians enter Crimea illegally
to rubberstamp fake Putin and occupation forever
vote.
Crimean Tatar political prisoners punished for
refusing to take part in Russia’s ’forever Putin
referendum’.
Russia annually spends about $5 billion on
occupied Crimea and Donbas.
.

Kuleba: Lack of water in Crimea is consequence
of Russia's actions.
Russia’s unauthorized construction and continued
use of the Kerch Strait Bridge reminds us daily of
Russia’s unlawful seizure and occupation of

Dzheppar: Russia once again violates
international law by launching freight trains on
Crimean Bridge.
Human rights activists: Torture of citizens by
security officers is systemic and unpunished in
Crimea.
Russia begins ‘trial’ of Crimean Tatar leader for
crossing a non-existent state border.
Ukrainian partisan seized for the third time by
Russian-controlled Donbas militants.
Russian journalist Svetlana Prokopyeva convicted
on ‘terrorism’ charge for criticizing state terror.
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Central Bank head resigns over ‘political pressure’
Most Ukrainians expect economic crisis
Coronavirus in the army, the danger of Russia’s
new offensive from Crimea and more – uacrisis
weekly update on Ukraine #25, 29 June – 05 July.
Week's balance: NBU governor resigns, Eurobond
issue fails, while another UAH 35 bln gets sent for
road repairs.
Ukraine’s Central Bank chief resigns in protest of
demands to “print money,” raise inflation, and
devaluate hryvnia.
Smolii on his resignation: It is a protest, a signal
and a ‘red line’.
Ukraine Parliament confirms Central Bank Head's
resignation over 'political pressure'.
Ukraine halts Eurobond sale, tries to reassure
investors after Central Bank Head's exit.
Ukraine's president terminates activities of
financial service markets regulator.
iMoRe №135: The “Anti-Kolomoisky law” and
Changes in the Administration of Taxes.

equipment for laboratory centers in Ukraine.
Govt approves allocation of UAH 35 bln from
anti-COVID-19 fund for road repairs,
construction.
Money “Moves”. On the Budget processes
manipulation. Since the beginning of 2020, the
Government has reallocated UAH 9.2 billion. To
whom, for what, and why does the Government
give money in excess of the amounts defined by
the Law On State Budget?
As Zelenskyy gears up to wrestle Kyiv from
mayor Klitschko, a different deal brews behind the
scenes.
Minister Ardanowski: Polish farmers interested in
Ukrainian workers.
Most Ukrainians expect economic crisis this
autumn – poll.
Shock acquittal of Ukrainian judge involved in
persecuting Maidan activists.
Ukraine taken to European Court over Sheremet
murder trial by press conference.

WHO, EU donate EUR 3.5 mln worth of
Left: Hundreds rally in Kyiv against appointment of Acting Education Minister
Right: Nevagomi – hammocks of a new generation

Paving the way with plastic for Ukrainian pedestrians
UNIT.City to receive €50M for construction of 4 new campuses
Paving the way with plastic for Ukrainian
pedestrians (video).

UNIT.City to receive €50M for construction of 4
new campuses.
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Left: Making Kyiv
clean again: activists
cleanse capital of its
perennial dirt
Right: The World of
Hobbithill continues
construction in
Ukrainian
Carpathians

Grindstone Entertainment acquires Ukrainian film
The Viking warrior’s battle in Odesa
The Viking warrior’s battle in Odesa.
Ivan Kupala (Christian Feast of St. John the
Baptist) is celebrated on the night of July 6-7.
(photos)
Grindstone Entertainment acquires Ukrainian film
‘Let It Snow’.

Treasures stolen from Kyiv cathedrals in the
1930s discovered in State Historical Museum in
Moscow.
Ukraine’s once-glorious football may yet rebound
with the Euro-2021.
Meet Dimitri Tiomkin: an award-winning
Hollywood film music composer.

Left: Zitkani: turning art into fashion
Right: The Chamber of Commerce and Industry in Lviv: architecture, art, innovation
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